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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The insatiable demand for more integration and performance recently resulted in a 15-core,
30-thread commercial processor with 4.31 billion transistors [1]. The clock frequency, one of the
key indicators of chip performance, once reached at 4GHz in a 90nm CMOS process in 2004
[3]. However, it could not follow the trend observed in the transistor count and has remained
near-constant over the years [2], where it seems to be saturated in the range of 5∼6GHz. The
main reason behind this is the “power-wall” where the excessive power density significantly limits
chip reliability and yield as well as the performance and cooling expense [6]; this requires chip
designers to consider the power consumption at all design levels.
At the other end of the spectrum lies portable hand-held devices and wireless sensor nodes.
Their low power consumption requirement comes from the small form-factor where only a limited-
sized battery is available. For example, an intraocular pressure monitoring system [4] shown in
Figure 1.1 measures 1.5mm×2mm×0.5mm and includes an 1µAh thin-film battery. Due to this
small capacity of the battery, every part of the system has been specifically designed for the target
application.
A more general and modular approach to the wireless sensor nodes was introduced in [7],
and the system photo is shown in Figure 1.2. It is a 1mm3 wireless sensor node platform and
limits its total volume within 1.4mm×2.8mm×1.6mm, hence only allowing a 0.6µAh thin-film
battery on which two ARM CortexTM-M0 processors and other digital/analog circuits, including
sensors, have to reliably operate. Although this system allows stacking many different IC-layers
fabricated in different processes using a low-power inter-layer communication bus [5] making it
1
Figure 1.1: A cubic-millimeter intraocular pressure monitoring system [4]
Figure 1.2: A modular 1mm3 sensing platform [7]
easier to expand system functionality, the severe power constraint requires the entire system to
consume less than 40µW active power while utilizing duty-cycled operations with extremely low
sleep power (11nW). Therefore, every circuit component in this system must take into account the
low-power concerns while still guaranteeing robust system functionality.
Generally, the dynamic power consumption of typical digital circuits can be found as below.
Pdyn =Ce f fV 2DD fclk (1.1)
2
where Ce f f indicates the effective switching capacitance, and VDD and fclk indicate the supply
voltage and the operating clock frequency, respectively. While technology scaling helps reduce
the intrinsic capacitance, many circuit techniques have been developed to utilize the quadratic
relationship of VDD for effective power reduction.
One of the widely used techniques is dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [8], where
the supply voltage and the clock frequency become dynamically adjusted depending on load con-
ditions or operation modes. The effectiveness of DVFS has made this technique quite popular,
and many leading institutions and companies have applied DVFS in various types of designs
[1][9][10][11][12], where the processors are aimed to achieve power savings without degrading
the critical performance. In extremely power-constrained systems, further voltage scaling down
to near- or sub-threshold level has been applied. An FFT processor in [13] achieves 90nW of
FFT operations by lowering the supply voltage to 180mV, which is at the sub-threshold level in
the standard 0.18µm CMOS logic process used in the work. Obviously, the lower supply voltage
indicates lower power consumption as shown in Eq. (1.1). However, this lower power does not
necessarily mean ‘lower energy.’ As the supply voltage becomes lower, the maximum achievable
clock frequency becomes also degraded due to the reduced device on-current (ION). The slower
operating frequency (i.e., a longer clock period) increases the leakage energy per cycle, hence re-
ducing the ratio of the dynamic energy to the leakage energy. Therefore, there exists a minimum
energy point where further voltage scaling does not reduce the overall energy consumption due to
the dominating leakage energy. As a result, the FFT processor above achieves the minimum energy
point at 350mV with 155nJ/FFT, whereas the minimum voltage point at 180mV consumes more
than 1µJ/FFT.
This minimum energy point typically occurs at a voltage slightly lower than the device thresh-
old voltage (hence, sub-threshold). However, researchers found that the energy reduction is only
∼ 2× when VDD is scaled from the near-threshold regime to the sub-threshold regime, whereas
delay increases by 50–100× over the same region [14]. Thus, for many applications, the near-
threshold regime can be a better choice than the sub-threshold in terms of an energy-delay trade-off,
and the near-threshold computing (NTC) has become an attractive solution for low-power VLSI
systems [15][16][17].
However, there are several issues in the NTC operations [14]. First, the lower supply voltage
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significantly degrades the performance, although this could be compensated by parallelism to some
extent. Second, NTC exhibits degraded process/voltage/temperature (PVT) variations. In the NTC
region, the MOSFET drive current has an exponential dependency on the supply voltage (VDD),
device threshold voltage (VTH), and temperature. Thus, even a small amount of variation can lead
to a severe yield reduction especially in ratioed designs in which the circuit functionality depends
on a relative device sizing. Therefore, proper circuit-level techniques have to be applied for low-
voltage VLSI.
In this dissertation, we identify several circuit components that are critical to low-voltage VLSI
operation and propose new and advanced techniques to improve their robustness and performance.
A typical architecture of low-voltage VLSI systems is shown in Figure 1.3; level converter circuits,
SRAM, and clocked sequential elements are highlighted, and each will be discussed in detail in
the following chapters.
Level converters are one of the main concerns especially in aggressively voltage-scaled sys-
tems. Typically, digital cores operate at low supply voltages to save the power, but other periph-
erals are not always able to be run at such low voltages. For example, it is hard to apply the
voltage scaling technique to analog circuits due to the reduced voltage headroom (hence reduced
margins/offsets). Also, I/O voltages are not very well scalable due to the noise concerns. Thus,
level converters are required at the interface between the low-voltage digital core and the high-
voltage analog and peripherals. However, as the cores become deeply voltage-scaled, the voltage
difference between the low voltage (VDDL) and the high voltage (VDDH) becomes larger. Especially
for the core running in the NTC region, the reduced ION/IOFF ratio makes it extremely difficult to
achieve robust level conversions. The use of native-VTH (or zero-VTH) devices in [18] improves ro-
bustness by allowing to use thin gate-oxide devices (i.e., more stronger devices) for pull-down, but
still, other techniques are required to further achieve a good performance, lower energy consump-
tion, as well as a good yield. A well-known approach to improve the robustness is weakening the
pull-up strength or strengthening the pull-down. For example, [19] uses PMOS diodes to weaken
the pull-up strength, and [20] and [22] include reduced-swing inverters. A dynamic level converter
can improve the speed and the robustness at the cost of extra power and a complicated synchroniza-
tion circuit [21]. In Chapter 2, we will propose new static level converter circuits and a quantitative
design method to guarantee robustness.
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Figure 1.4: Bitcell size comparison between commercial 6T and 8T
SRAMs are one of the major bottlenecks in the voltage scaling [23]; the standard 6T bitcell
requires the ratioed device sizing, and the two-sided constraint (READ and WRITE) significantly
degrades the robustness at the low voltage regime. Using 8T bitcells decouples READ and WRITE
operations, making it possible to separately optimize the two operations at the cost of a larger
bitcell area [24][25][26]. Generally, 8T bitcells have a 30 ∼ 55% area penalty compared to the
standard 6T bitcell, and one of the examples in an advanced technology node is shown in Figure
1.4. This significant area overhead makes the 8T bitcell unacceptable in severely area-constrained
applications. In the NTC region, the functionality of the bitcell is further impacted due to the
aggravated PVT variations. Thus, in this case, even the 8T requires assists from extra peripheral
circuits for correct functionality [26][27], or a bitcell with more number of devices is preferred
such as 10T bitcells in [7] and [28]. Recently, 7T bitcells have been proposed in [29] and [30];
they are supposed to have a smaller bitcell size than the 8T bitcell while still providing the similar
robustness (i.e., decoupled READ and WRITE). In Chapter 3, we will address issues in the 7T
structure and propose a new solution, still fully utilizing inherent advantages of the 7T.
The next key component is the clocked sequential element, called a flip-flop in short. Flip-
flops are one of the critical components in today’s digital processors. For example, both of
POWER7TMand SPARC T4 processors have more than 2 million flip-flops, taking up to 20% of
the total core power [31][32] as shown in Figure 1.5. Mainly because of its importance in digital
circuits, numerous flip-flop designs have been investigated and proposed [33][33]. The main issue
6
Figure 1.5: Power breakdown of SPARC T4 processor [32]
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Figure 1.6: Normalized unit-FO4 delay measurement in 45nm
of the conventional flip-flops in the NTC region is the degraded hold-time variation [38], which
requires excessive buffer insertions to meet the hold-time margin under severe PVT variations.
In Chapter 4, we will further discuss issues in conventional flip-flops in literature [35][36][37],
and propose a new flip-flop that is static, single-phase, and contention-free, which also provides a
∼ 40% power reduction compared to the conventional flip-flop.
The last topic in this dissertation is a testing harness for flip-flop timing characterization. Rep-
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resentative timing parameters of flip-flops are usually setup-time (TSETUP), hold-time (THOLD), and
C-Q delay (TCQ). These parameters are usually in the range of 1 ∼ 5 FO4 delay, so an accurate
Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) is required to measure such a short delay. In addition, a more
difficult problem arises in that those parameters are usually determined by mismatches in devices
used to implement the flip-flops. At full VDD level, those mismatches can be minimized by up-
sizing transistors and careful layout techniques, but it is almost impossible to achieve the same
measurement accuracy in low VDD due to the severe variations mentioned earlier in this chapter.
For example, Figure 1.6 shows that the standard deviation of measured unit-FO4 delays in 45nm
degrades by 118× when going from 1.0V to 0.32V, while the average (mean) value is increased
by only 29×. These variations have severer effects in complicated circuits, and in the flip-flop
timing characterization, they often cause a large offset in measurements. In Chapter 5, we will
propose effective techniques to eliminate the measurement offsets incurred by the mismatches and
provide setup/hold-time measurements at near-VTH to demonstrate the benefit of the new flip-flop
introduced in Chapter 4.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we will conclude this dissertation by summarizing the proposed circuits
and discussing possible future works.
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CHAPTER 2
Robust Level Converter Circuits for Wide-Range Voltage
Conversion
2.1 Introduction
Low-voltage circuit design has been widely investigated for ultra-low power applications,
reaching as low as 230mV in a recent multi-pipelined processor [39], and requiring wide-range
level conversion for communication with I/O pads and high-voltage circuit blocks. In addition,
cores on a chip multiprocessor are increasingly voltage scaled independently [9], necessitating
level conversion between core voltage domains in high performance applications. Another exam-
ple is a multi-core system in [41], which suggests an optimal voltage/frequency mapping among
the cores and requires thousands of level converters (LCs).
LCs become more critical as the voltage difference grows, for instance, between aggressively
voltage-scaled DSP accelerators [13] and I/O. An extreme case is the wireless sensor node platform
in [7], where the core is operated at a sub-threshold level while sensors and radio use the battery
voltage (3.6V). Due to such significant voltage differences, these applications require wide-range
LCs with fast and low power operation. However, level conversion is challenging at reduced
voltages since conventional approaches suffer from severe contention between weak pull-down
devices and strong pull-up devices, making them vulnerable to process / voltage / temperature
(PVT) variations. Also, LCs in many sensing applications, such as environmental monitoring, will
be exposed to extreme conditions, exacerbating robustness challenges in the LCs.
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In this chapter, we will present two robust level converters, called Limited-Contention Level
Converter (LC2) and Split-control Level Converter (SLC), respectively. Operation details and mea-
surement comparisons are following.
2.2 LC2: Limited-Contention Level Converter
2.2.1 DCVS Level Converter and Its Current Margin
Figure 2.1 shows the operation of a conventional Differential Cascode Voltage Switch (DCVS)
approach. A zero-VTH device prevents oxide breakdown in the thin oxide devices, making it pos-
sible to use a fast standard-VTH (SVT) pull-down device [18]. The DCVS LC suffers from a two-
sided constraint on the PMOS device: if the PMOS is too weak, the pull-up transition becomes
slow and the node may not be kept high, giving rise to performance and robustness issues; if the
PMOS is too strong, the NMOS cannot overcome it and the circuit fails. The current margin plots
in Figure 2.1 show that severe variations at the low voltages exacerbate this two-sided constraint.
Although the circuit is designed such that INMOS >> IPMOS to discharge node n1 or n2, as little as
2σ VTH variation causes failure due to INMOS < IPMOS. Increasing NMOS size by 3.5× guarantees
3σ robustness, but results in very large devices (WNMOS = 105µm) with undesirable leakage (9nA).
In addition, the increased diffusion capacitance slows the pull-up transition. This two-sided con-
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Figure 2.2: LC2 operation
straint severely limits DCVS LC robustness under PVT variation. Multiple LC stages can improve
robustness but introduce overhead due to intermediate supplies and increased latency. Other static
LCs [19][20] have similar two-sided constraints and require precise transistor sizing, and have
lacked silicon measurements. A recently proposed dynamic LC [21] uses a high-voltage clock,
which improves robustness but increases layout size and power consumption. Furthermore, none
of the previous LCs has demonstrated robustness through comprehensive silicon measurements.
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2.2.2 Operation of LC2
We propose a new approach called Limited Contention Level Converter (LCLC or LC2) that
eliminates the two-sided constraint without the use of high-voltage clocks. Figure 2.2 shows the
conceptual operation of LC2. Before the rising transition, node n1 is held high by the weak keeper,
which is sub-threshold-biased, while all other switches are off; hence Vn1 = VDDH and Vn2 = 0.
Once VIN rises to VDDL, the pull-down driver starts to discharge n1 and easily overcomes the
weak keeper. This transition on n1 causes “Pull-Up Control” to activate both the weak keeper
and the strong switch on the other side, which quickly charges up n2. “Pull-Down Control” is then
triggered to directly connect n1 to ground, rapidly discharging it and completing the transition.
Finally, a delay element turns off all switches (except the appropriate keeper) after all transitions
are finalized. The next transition can then proceed such that the only contention is with the weak
keeper. The use of separate and different strength pull-up devices for holding state and charg-
ing/discharging n1 and n2 substantially improves design robustness and performance.
Figure 2.3 shows the schematic of LC2 with detailed timing waveforms. At the beginning of a
rising transition,Vn1 =Vn3 =VDDH andVn2 =Vn4 = 0, hence M6 and M11 are off and M1 contends
only with the weak keeper Mx. Once M1 and M3 start to discharge n1, positive feedback from M10
and M7 boosts transition speed by pulling the gate of M7 toVDDH . Thus, M10 can be sized for fast
rising transitions on n2 (using a min length device). In contrast, this transistor must remain weak in
the conventional approach to minimize the contention, making it slower and less robust. Once the
transition completes, M5 and M12 are turned off after an inverter chain delay to prepare for the next
transition. Devices M5–M12 use minimum width, and the inverter chains simply require sufficient
delay to fully charge n1 or n2, simplifying device sizing. Although the pull-down drivers (M1
and M2) and keepers should be carefully sized, keeper size can be easily determined using known
techniques [40], after determining M1 and M2 sizes based on the desired speed-power trade-off. A
simple diode chain is used to generate the keeper voltage (VKEEPER), setting the current supplied
by the keeper. The current margin plot in Figure 2.4 shows that this design is robust to > 3σ
variation in simulation. Simulation results in Figure 2.5 indicate that DCVS is highly vulnerable
to VTH shifts, while LC2 functions correctly within the entire process corner without significant
delay change. Note that the vertices of polygons represent the pre-defined process corners (FF, FS,
12
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2.2.3 Measurements
We measured 40 dies in 130nm CMOS; each die has two LC2s and two DCVS LCs designed
for 0.3V to 2.5V conversions (VDDL=0.3V, VDDH=2.5V) with a minimum-sized inverter as an out-
put load. Figure 2.6 shows measured delay across temperature. LC2 is 3.2× faster than DCVS
with 2.38 FO4 delay at 25◦C (FO4 measured at VDDL supply and corresponding temperature). In
addition, DCVS shows a 10.4× delay change across 10∼ 100◦C, while LC2 changes by only 4.3×.
Normalizing to FO4 delays, LC2 delay increases 18% from 10 to 100◦C while DCVS worsens by
104%. This is due to the much reduced contention in LC2. Figure 2.7 shows measured power con-
sumption across temperature. While DCVS consumes 7.15nW static power, LC2 consumes 15×
less (475pW) at 25◦C, mainly due to the smaller pull-down device (1.5µm). It consumes 2.29nW
active power at 25◦C which is 4.9× less than DCVS (11.21nW), as well as nearly constant active
power over a wide temperature range. Due to the lack of contention, its active energy is dominated
by charging of capacitances rather than short-circuit current as in DCVS, making it temperature
insensitive. Active power changes only 2% (from 2.27nW to 2.32nW) in the 10 ∼ 100◦C range
while DCVS shows a 7.7× change (from 4.15nW to 31.88nW) and high power consumption at
low temperature. Unlike LC2, not all 80 DCVS LCs function below 10◦C since the low temper-
ature increases VTH , weakening the NMOS exponentially and the PMOS linearly, exacerbating
14
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contention.
To show the impact of process variations, Figure 2.8 displays measured delay distributions for
the LCs at 25◦C. LC2 shows 6× smaller standard deviation than DCVS. For voltage variations,
Figure 2.9 shows performance degradations across voltage drop. While DCVS delay increases by
7.7× with 10%VDDL drop, LC2 slows by only 6% (normalized to FO4 delays at the corresponding
voltages), indicating that the keeper sizing strategy is sufficiently robust to handle expected voltage
variations. Figure 2.10 shows the number of operating LCs at 1MHz across temperature. DCVS
was designed to operate as fast as 20MHz at 25◦C, and the 1MHz clock allows 20× delay degra-
dation. While all LC2s operate reliably in the −20 ∼ 100◦C range, the first DCVS fails at 20◦C,
and only 5 of 80 work at −20◦C, showing the robustness of LC2 to PVT variations.
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2.3 SLC: Split-Control Level Converter
2.3.1 Previous Level Converters
LC2 introduced in the previous section shows robust level conversion with superior perfor-
mance and power. However, in systems requiring thousands of LCs, the area of LC2, which is
comparable to the conventional DCVS LC, could become a limiting factor. Hence, a smaller (and
probably simpler) LC can be beneficial in those applications.
As already discussed, DCVS LC shows poor robustness; in Figure 2.11(a), its yield is only
64.72% over 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations at 25◦C even with very large pull-down devices
of (W/L)M1,M2 = 30µm/0.12µm. The interrupted DCVS LC in Figure 2.11(b) has an additional
PMOS M7 (or M8) that is expected to be weakened when VINB = VDDL (or VIN = VDDL), thus
reducing IPMOS,ON . However, this is not effective forVDDL <<VDDH since |VGS| of M7 (or M8) re-
mains close toVDDH . Monte Carlo simulations show only marginal improvement over conventional
DCVS in this case. Previously proposed LCs either use a sensitive sub-threshold analog circuit —
i.e., a Reduced Swing Inverter — which has not been fully demonstrated in silicon [20][22], or a
high voltage clock (VCLK = VDDH = 2.5V ) that results in high power consumption and a complex
synchronization circuit [21], causing 1016× larger layout size than the conventional DCVS LC.
The LC in [19] is shown in Figure 2.12 and includes zero-VTH devices and additional PMOS
diodes to tolerate 0.3V to 2.5V conversion in 130nm CMOS. The diodes (M9–M12) serve as cur-
rent limiters, effectively reducing IPMOS,ON and hence improving robustness. However, they also
prevent nodes n3 and n4 from fully discharging to ground, hence this design requires additional
pull-down devices (M5–M8) that add internal node capacitance. Thus, discharge speed at n4 (or
n3) is slow, causing short-circuit current in the output inverter. Also, n1 (or n2) is never fully
charged to VDDH due to the diode voltage drop (VD) and causes static near-threshold current as
depicted in the figure.
2.3.2 Operation of SLC
Figure 2.13 shows the proposed LC, named Split-Control Level Converter (SLC). It includes
a new output structure (M11 and M12) to avoid the aforementioned problems. At the beginning
19
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of a rising transition at IN, Vn1 = 0 and Vn2 = VDDHVD, where VD represents the diode voltage
drop through M6/M8 (or M5/M7). Once VIN goes high to VDDL, M2 can easily discharge node
n2 because of the current-limiting diodes. Node n4 is also discharged to VD, and M11 is strongly
on with a large |VGS|, quickly charging up the output node while M12 is completely off. The
circuit does not require the additional pull-down paths that contain the largest devices in the circuit,
which results in at least 1.8× lower static power across process corners as shown in Figure 2.14(a).
This also results in reduced internal loading at n4 and n3, speeding transitions at these nodes.
In addition, M11 and M12’s gate voltages are separately controlled in the output buffer (hence
the name Split-control LC). This configuration ensures that the transistor turning off in the M11–
M12 stack always leads the transistor turning on, reducing short circuit current significantly and
also improving the charging (or discharging) speed. Overall, Figure 2.14(b) shows that the circuit
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provides a 3.8–12.9× reduction in short-circuit energy consumption across process corners. Monte
Carlo simulations show high yield (98.93%) with much lower delay variability (Figure 2.14(c)).
Compared to the LC in [19] which has µ = 2.02 FO4, σ = 0.79 FO4, SLC has improved the delay
because of the output buffer.
2.3.3 Measurements
We compare SLC to the conventional DCVS rather than the design in [19], since the four zero-
VTH devices in the LC of [19] make it slower than conventional DCVS at > 25◦C due to increased
internal loading. The minimum size requirement of zero-VTH devices also makes it comparable to
the size of the large pull-down devices in DCVS, such that the LC in [19] has only 17% smaller
22
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Figure 2.14: (a)(b) Comparisons between LC of [19] and SLC, (c) Monte Carlo simulations of
SLC
layout size than DCVS despite the use of 15× smaller pull-down devices. Hence, DCVS provides
a more challenging comparison point. We measured 40 dies in 130nm CMOS; each die had two
DCVS LCs and two SLCs, providing 80 LCs for each type. The LCs were designed for 0.3V to
2.5V conversion. Also, we used the simulated unit-FO4 delay to convert measured delays into FO4
delays. The unit-FO4 delay was simulated at VDDL and the corresponding temperature.
Figure 2.15(a) shows that SLC has a delay of 3.37 FO4 at 25◦C, 2.3× faster than DCVS.
Normalized to FO4 delay, SLC delay varies by only 9.5% over 10–100◦C, while DCVS changes
by more than 2×. In Figure 2.15(b), the new design has 9.9× lower static power at 25◦C, mainly
due to the smaller pull-down devices. Also, active power is 5.9× lower than DCVS, demonstrating
the benefits of reduced contention. Across 10–100◦C, the active power of SLC varies by 33%,
while DCVS exhibits 7.7× variation over the same range.
Figure 2.15(c) shows that SLC has a 5.2× smaller standard deviation in measured delay at
25◦C. The measured delay-power scatter plot in Figure 2.15(d) demonstrates much better robust-
ness to process variations especially at the low temperature, since the exponential dependency of
INMOS,ON exacerbates the direct contention in DCVS.
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Figure 2.15: Measured result comparisons
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Figure 2.16: Yield comparison at very low temperature (−25◦C)
Figure 2.15(e) and (f) show the effects of voltage/temperature variations. For a 10%VDDL drop,
DCVS LC delay degrades by 7.7×, while SLC speed reduces by only 5.6%. Although the DCVS
LC is designed to operate at up to 20MHz at 25◦C, some measured DCVS LCs fail to achieve
1MHz operation at 20◦C and overall its functionality severely degrades as temperature is lowered.
In contrast, SLC operates reliably over the full temperature range of−20 to 100◦C. SLC robustness
becomes more pronounced in severe conditions, as Figure 2.16 demonstrates all measured devices
are functional even with > 10%VDDL drop at very low temperature (−25◦C), whereas DCVS LC
is essentially non-functional at this condition. For sensor node applications, it is critical to work
in a range of environments to enable true ‘ubiquitous’ networks; hence the robustness of SLC is a
key advantage for such systems.
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LC2 SLC TVLSI’11 [21] ESSCIRC’07 [19]
Technology 130nm 130nm 130nm 180nm
Conversion 0.3V to 2.5V 0.3V to 2.5V 0.3V to 2.5V 0.3V to 1.8V
Type Static Static
Dynamic
(w/ 2.5V clock)
Static
Delay 41.51ns 58.78ns 125ns ∼600ns
Static Power 475pW 724pW N/A N/A
Energy per
Transition 229fJ 191fJ 1.7pJ ∼20pJ
Area 102.26µm
2
(including the diode chain)
71.94µm2 0.1118mm2
No silicon
implementation
Table 2.1: Comparison of wide-range LCs at 25◦C
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented new level converters and their measurements. Figure 2.17(a)
shows the die photo and Table 2.1 shows comparisons to recent wide-range LCs.
Despite having more transistors than DCVS, LC2 is smaller than DCVS in layout even includ-
ing the extra diode chain, which can be shared among multiple LC2s.
The static nature of LC2 and SLC does not require clocks or complex synchronizing schemes,
enabling 1093× and 1554× smaller area, respectively, compared to [21], which is also fabricated
in 130nm CMOS. Compared to [21], LC2 shows 7.4× lower energy per transition and 3× faster
speed, while SLC has 8.9× lower energy per transition.
SLC is 35% smaller than the conventional DCVS, making it the smallest LC reported for
wide-range (0.3V to 2.5V) conversions. We incorporated SLC in a previously reported low-power
timer [42] and observed 15.8% reduction in switching energy; this improvement is conservative as
the new timer includes overhead from an LDO regulator, which was not included in the previous
design. Figure 2.17(b) shows the die photos of both timers. The new timer including SLC was
successfully incorporated into the wireless sensor node system in the 130nm layer of [7]. This
system also uses SLC (ported to 180nm CMOS) for its CPU, memory, and power management unit
(PMU) interfaces. This SLC consists of thick-oxide I/O devices (VTH > 700mV ) and successfully
operates for a 0.6V-3.6V conversion range.
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CHAPTER 3
A Robust 7T SRAM Design
3.1 Introduction
SRAM suffers from reduced robustness due to severe process variation in nanoscale CMOS. In
particular, it is challenging to jointly ensure reliable READ and WRITE operation in conventional
6T SRAM. As a result, 8T and even larger bitcells are widely used, particularly for low-voltage
memories; they isolate READ and WRITE operations, so it is possible to separately optimize their
robustness. However, this added robustness comes at the expense of density; 8T bitcells incur
∼30% area overhead compared to minimum achievable 6T bitcells [24][26][25]. In addition, 8T
bitcells exhibit the so-called “Half-Select” problem making it difficult to apply column-muxing, as
necessary for high array efficiency and SER robustness [25]. These issues are further complicated
in emerging low power sensor systems due to ultra-low leakage requirements. For instance, the
modular sensing system in [7] requires fW/bit standby power, necessitating the use of a 10T HVT
bitcell (marked as ‘K’ in Figure 3.1) that is 4× larger than a commercial 6T SVT bitcell. Such area
penalties are often not acceptable and hence there is a need for low leakage, low voltage tolerant
designs that also achieve reasonable density.
3.2 Ultra Low-Leakage 7T SRAM
In this chapter, we propose a novel 7T SRAM that has decoupled READ/WRITE operation,
similar to an 8T SRAM. It achieves robust operation at low voltage with 3.35 fW/bit standby
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Figure 3.1: Bitcell size and standby power
power and reduces the area penalty of an 8T bitcell by 47%. It features a new dynamic read
completion detection technique to avoid short-circuit current during READ and uses PMOS Pass
Gate (PG) combined with dual supply voltages to mitigate the Half-Select problem and enable
bit-interleaving. Prior 7T bitcells, using an L-shape layout, were presented in [29][30]. However,
[29] uses tunneling FETs while [30] does not address the power overhead incurred by substantial
short-circuit current during READ. Furthermore, [30] depends on Write-Back scheme to enable
bit-interleaving, causing area/power overhead. The proposed 7T SRAM (8kB macro, 32-bit I/O
with 2-way column-muxing) was fabricated in 180nm CMOS and addresses these issues while
also providing extremely low leakage, making this SRAM applicable to low power applications
without sacrificing area efficiency (Figure 3.1).
3.2.1 Auto-Shut-Off Sensing
Figure 3.2 shows the proposed 7T bitcell, which includes an HVT 6T portion and a single
SVT READ Device (RD). As depicted in Figure 3.3, conventional READ in a 7T topology causes
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Figure 3.2: 7T bitcell schematic and the L-shaped layout
large short-circuit current from unselected cells (IUNSEL) once VRBL drops below VDD−VTH , turn-
ing on READ Devices (RD) along the column in bitcells storing Data1. This IUNSEL limits the
BL swing and incurs a large power penalty. The proposed 7T SRAM introduces an Auto-Shut-
Off mechanism in which the selected READ wordline (RWLB) is automatically disabled during
READ, thereby maintaining VRWLB above VDD−VTH and cutting off IUNSEL. The READ wordline
is not disabled if all selected bitcells store Data0. The proposed 7T SRAM uses dual voltages
(VDD = 0.6V , VDDH = 0.95V ) to provide a wider BL swing with negligible IUNSEL. As shown in
Figure 3.3, Auto-Shut-Off sensing with dual voltages reduces 7T READ energy by 6.8× (mea-
sured). The Auto-Shut-Off technique employs two sense amplifiers: coarse and fine (Figure 3.4).
Once the fastest column discharges RBL sufficiently to trigger the coarse sense amp, RSTB (Reset
Bar) is discharged, lowering RWL EN to deactivate all wordlines so that all RBLs stop discharg-
ing and become floating. RSTB also asserts SAE, which fires the fine sense amp and isolates it
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Figure 3.3: Auto-Shut-Off sensing and the measured improvement in READ energy
from RBL. Since the operation is stopped by the fastest column, the slowest column may have
discharged a much smaller amount due to variations. To address this, the coarse sense amp must
be margined to guarantee sufficient voltage differential for the fine sense amp to correctly detect
the slowest RBL discharge. The fine sense amp is a biased topology designed to correctly detect
voltage swings as small as 60mV. In the All-Data0 case, RBL remains high atVDDH , as does RSTB.
In this case, RWLB and RBL are reset at the falling edge of PULSE (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Circuit implementation of Auto-Shut-Off sensing
3.2.2 Quasi-Static READ
The proposed dual-VDD 7T SRAM exhibits an innate bitline leakage suppression effect in un-
selected bitcells resulting from negative VGS on their READ devices. When reading Data0 as in
Figure 3.5, the worst-case scenario in 8T occurs when all unselected bitcells on a column have
Data1, maximizing bitline leakage current. In contrast, ILEAK from unselected cells in the 7T
topology flows in the opposite direction, and therefore can help keep RBL high. Thus, the worst-
case in a 7T occurs when all unselected bitcells also have Data0, creating a larger negative VGS in
unselected bitcells and thus reducing the beneficial ILEAK while increasing IGATE . However, IGATE
is significantly smaller than ILEAK especially at high temperature. Also, due to the negative VGS
(= VDDL−VDDH or −VDDH , depending on cell data), ILEAK is greatly suppressed and becomes
negligible. Simulation shows that 7T bitline leakage is 113× smaller than in an 8T, such that the
design shows quasi-static READ behavior. 8T SRAM generally requires a bitline keeper at low
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Figure 3.5: Quasi-Static READ
frequencies, which creates additional complexity, requires margining, and reduces robustness at
low VDD. The proposed 7T maintains robust operation without the keeper across supply voltages,
as shown by measured results in Figure 3.6.
3.2.3 Bit-Interleaving with PMOS Pass-Gate
The use of conventional NMOS PG devices makes bit-interleaving difficult in low-voltage
memories. As shown in Figure 3.7,VGS =VWWL and isVDDH for both written and the half-selected
cells. Reducing VWBL in the half-select cells does not improve the margin substantially between
IPG (WRITE) and IPG (Half-Select), causing the PG device to fully transfer VWBL(B) (= VDD) to
the internal node during Half-Select. Several techniques [30][44] have been proposed to address
this problem, resulting in significant complexity and area overhead. The proposed dual-voltage 7T
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Figure 3.6: Measured improvement in read error rate due to Quasi-Static READ
instead uses PMOS PG such that |VGS| = VWBL(B) and PG strength can be modulated by applying
different VWBL(B) in WRITE and Half-Select columns. Also, the PMOS PG is reverse body-biased
during Half-Select (VBS = VDDH −VDD), increasing VTH of these HVT devices such that the PG
operates in the near-VTH regime. This increases sensitivity of the PG to VGS through VWBL(B)
modulation, allowing us to further separate the Half-Select and WRITE PG currents as shown in
Figure 3.7, in which a 0.35V change in VWBL between WRITE (VWBL = VDDH) and Half-Select
(VWBL = VDD) changes drain current by ∼ 104× at TT corner. This controllability enables true
column multiplexing without area overhead. Measurements in Figure 3.8 show thatVDDH−VDD >
100mV is sufficient to create enough VGS sensitivity of the PG, resulting in no READ error from
Half-Select columns. Since NWELL is biased at VDDH , this reverse body-biasing also reduces
standby power, which is minimized at VDDH−VDD = 200mV .
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Figure 3.8: Effects of body biasing
3.3 Conclusions
A new 7T SRAM was fabricated in 180nm CMOS, and the 8kB macro shows the benefits from
the novel Auto-Shut-Off sensing, Quasi-Static READ, and the bit-interleaving with PMOS PG
devices. This 7T cell is 2.3× smaller than the 10T bitcell in [7], but still enables fW/bit standby
power (3.35 fW/bit). It shows > 3500× reduction in standby power compared to a commercial 6T
bitcell. Figure 3.9 is a Shmoo plot showing VMIN of 320mV. Table 3.1 shows a comparison with
other low-power SRAMs, where the lowest bitcell leakage power and the column-muxing without
extra circuit overhead (e.g., Write-Back) of the proposed 7T are clearly noticeable. The proposed
bitcell is 20% larger than the 6T bitcell, while the 8T in [27] and the 10T in [43] have more than
60% increase in bitcell size. The die photo is shown in Figure 3.10.
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This Work JSSC’13 [30] ISSCC’06 [43] JSSC’09 [27]
Devices 7T (HVT) 7T (SVT) 10T (SVT) 8T (SVT)
Process 180nm 65nm 65nm 130nm
Voltage
Nominal VDD = 0.6V
VMIN = 0.32V
VMIN = 0.26V 0.4V
Nominal VDD = 1.2V
VMIN = 0.23V
Bitcell Size
(Normalized by 6T)
7.75µm2 (239F2)
= 1.20× 6T (HVT)
= 1.66× 6T (SVT)
<1.15× 6T (SVT) 1.66× 6T (SVT) 6.36µm
2 (442F2)
= 3.12× 6T (SVT)
#Bitcells/bitline 128 256 256 512
Column Muxing 2:1 (w/o assist) 8:1 (w/ Write-Back) No Not Reported
Energy 390 fJ/bit @ 0.6V 350 fJ/bit @ 0.26V 54 fJ/bit 2.69 pJ/bit @ 0.23V
Leakage/Bit 3.35 fW/bit Not Reported 7.6 pW/bit 45 pW/bit
Table 3.1: Comparison of low-power SRAMs
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CHAPTER 4
A Static Single-Phase Contention-Free Flip-Flop
4.1 Introduction
Near-threshold computing (NTC) is an attractive solution to stagnating energy efficiencies in
digital integrated circuits, arising from slowed voltage scaling in nanometer CMOS [15][45]. How-
ever, the design of sequential elements for NTC, as well as in voltage-scaled systems operating at
both near-threshold and super-threshold, has not been extensively studied; a recent study analyzes
and compares many existing flip-flop topologies [33][34], but it is limited to the full VDD (i.e.,
super-threshold) operations and does not take into account process / voltage / temperature (PVT)
variations. In NTC, these variations become a critical concern for circuit robustness, and a correct
operation at one PVT corner does not necessarily guarantee functional correctness at other PVT
corners. The design of sequential elements is not an exception, and it is well known that they
have a strong sensitivity to process variations in NTC [45], which can have a significant impact on
system yield and power consumption. In order to achieve reliable energy-efficient operation across
a wide operating voltage range, a flip-flop should have the following attributes: a) static operation,
since dynamic nodes are highly susceptible to PVT variations at low voltage; b) contention-free
transitions, since ratioed logic has poor robustness across the wide range of device ION/IOFF ratios
incurred with voltage scaling; c) single-phase clocking, which avoids toggling of internal clock
inverters and incurs a corresponding power penalty; d) minimum or no area penalty compared to
conventional ones.
While many flip-flops have been proposed, no prior design meets all these requirements for an
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TGFF ACFF TGPL TSPC
Static Operation YES YES YES NO
Single-Phase Clock NO YES NO YES
Contention-Free YES NO YES YES
Device Count 24 22 28 11
Table 4.1: Comparison of conventional flip-flops
energy-efficient, highly voltage-scalable sequential element [33][34][35][36][37]. In the following
sections, we will briefly discuss the issues with the conventional flip-flops, and then present a
new flip-flop which owns all the above-mentioned characteristics. Details on operations and a
beneficial “simple hold time path” will be presented, followed by measured data and comparisons
with conventional ones.
4.2 Previous Flip-Flops
Figures 4.1 4.2 show schematics of several common flip-flop designs: transmission-gate flip-
flop (TGFF), which is widely used in commercial standard-cell libraries; adaptive-coupling flip-
flop (ACFF) [35]; transmission-gate pulsed-latch (TGPL) [36]; and true single-phase clock flip-
flop (TSPC) [37]. Shortcomings of these flip-flops are summarized in Table 4.1.
The conventional TGFF is completely static and contention-free thus showing robust opera-
tions with voltage scaling. Its robustness and a highly-optimized cell layout with 24 transistors
make it a de facto standard in commercial standard-cell libraries. However, it exhibits high power
consumption due to a large number of clocked nodes (i.e., not single-phase clocked). It is possible
to remove the two clock inverters from TGFF and distribute both CK and CKB through a clock
tree design; this reduces the number of the always-toggling clock nodes in the flip-flop, but han-
dling both polarities with ever-increasing clock skew is not an attractive option for voltage-scaled
designs.
ACFF [35] is a static flip-flop which also incorporates single-phase clocking operation and
has fewer devices than TGFF. The single-phase clock and the fewer device count results in lower
energy consumption at low activity ratio at super-threshold regime. However, it has a degraded
state-holding in the master latch. For example, suppose that FN=0 and F=1 right before the positive
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edge of CK, which also means BN=0, B=1, GN=0, and G=1. With the CK rising transition, M1
and M3 becomes turned off, and FN is held low by GN node through M6, while F is held high by
G node through M7. If D changes during CK=1 phase, BN and B will change their values (i.e., it
becomes BN=1 and B=0), thus turning off M6/M7 and turning on M5/M8. This causes FN kept
low through a PMOS (M5) and F kept high through an NMOS (M8), which is undesirable for low
voltage operation. ACFF also experiences current contention in the slave latch when updating H
and HN nodes through M2 and M4; this causes rapidly increasing active power with higher activity
ratio as well as functional failures at low voltage operation. This contention can be suppressed at
the expense of additional devices, which then requires 26 transistors in total.
TGPL [36] is based on pulsed operation and achieves high performance at fullVDD but has poor
robustness at low VDD due to increased process variation sensitivity in pulse generation. Its hold
time requirement is determined by the pulse width, hence the hold time of TGPL is positive unlike
the above-mentioned flip-flops. At low VDD, the pulse width becomes unpredictable, so does the
hold time, because the delay element used for the pulse generation becomes quite susceptible to
PVT variations. This often results in an excessive hold time margining during the design time,
which causes power and area overhead.
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TSPC [37] employs single-phase clock operation and uses only 11 devices. However, its dy-
namic operation degrades robustness, especially at low VDD. In addition, Figure 4.3 illustrates a
non-negligible glitch at node QN in TSPC whenever CK goes high while D remains 0. This arises
since precharged net2 begins to discharge QN before M5/M6 can pull net2 low. Although QN
will be eventually recovered back to the correct state (=high) by the discharged net2 and M7, this
glitch results in unnecessary power consumption or even system malfunction. From Monte Carlo
simulations in 45nm SOI, the glitch at Q exceeds VDD/2 with ∼1% probability (92/10,000 Monte
Carlo simulations, VDD=1.0V), potentially allowing for propagation to subsequent logic.
4.3 S2CFF (Static Single-phase Contention-free Flip-Flop
4.3.1 Schematic and Operation Details
This work presents a new flip-flop, referred to as S2CFF (Static Single-phase Contention-free
Flip-Flop) that meets all the requirements mentioned in the introduction; it is static, completely
contention-free, and uses single-phase clocking. It has the same device count as a TGFF, with only
a 7% increase in layout size that corresponds to one poly-pitch increase in 45nm technology where
fixed poly-pitch is enforced. Figure 4.4 shows the S2CFF schematic, and the detailed operations
are described in Figure 4.5 where grayed-out devices indicate OFF devices while others are ON.
In the schematic, M1∼M4 becomes an inverter during CK=0 phase. Hence, net1 holds an
inverted D value when CK=0. Since M3 is fully turned on by the precharged net2 (precharged
through M8), any change in D can propagate to net1, i.e., it is transparent, and both net1 and net2
are static during CK=0 phase. At the positive edge of CK, depending on the net1 value, net2 will
be staying high or discharged through M9∼M10. This will update the slave latch (M17∼M22);
QN will be charged up by M13 if net2 becomes low; otherwise, QN will be discharged through
M14∼M16 if net2 stays high. In this CK=1 phase, M22 is conditionally turned on/off depending
on net2 value (data-dependent), while M19 is always off. M3 is an isolation device that prevents
a change in D from affecting net1. M5∼M7 are keeper devices and make net1/net2 fully static.
M11∼M12 generates net1b signal that controls the keeper (M7) as well as the glitch prevention
device (M15), which will be explained later.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of S2CFF
If D=0, net1 holds an inverted D value (=high) and net2 precharges through M8 while CK=0.
In this state, there is no keeper needed; the keepers M5 and M6 are off because both net1 and net2
are high, and the keeper M7 is also off since net1b is low. The slave latch (M17∼M22) stores the
previous data and is isolated from the previous stage because M13 and M14 are turned off. At
the positive edge of CK, the high net1 starts discharging net2 through M9 and M10. Then, the
discharged net2 turns off M3, completely isolating the circuit from changes in D. Also, the low
net2 charges QN through M13, updating the data in the slave latch. The low net2 activates the
keeper M5, which holds net1 high. M9 and M10 keep net2 low during CK=1 phase.
If D=1, net1 holds an inverted D value (=low) and net2 precharges through M8 while CK=0,
as same as before. However, the positive edge of CK does not generate any dynamic transitions at
net1 and net2 since the low net1 turns off M9 so that net2 just stays at the precharged state (=high)
after the clock rising transition. Note that net1 is kept low by M7/M10, and M6 holds net2 high
during CK=1 phase. If the previous Q value is same as the current D input (i.e, Q=1, QN=0), there
is also no transition at QN. Otherwise, QN discharges through M14∼M16. Although M3 stays on
during CK=1 phase due to the high net2, it does not affect the net1 state (=low). If D changes from
1 to 0 during CK=1 phase, it cuts off the discharging path (M3∼M4) by turning off M4; however,
net1 is still held low by M7 and M10, so it still remains static.
Signal net1b is also used to control M15 to prevent glitches; without this sub-circuit, QN will
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Figure 4.5: Operation of S2CFF
glitch when CK rises with D staying low in consecutive cycles, similar to TSPC. M15 eliminates
this glitch by cutting off the discharge path (M14∼M16) depending on net1s value; it turns off
M15 if net1 is high (i.e., D=0, net1b=0), hence QN can stay high without a glitch. M15 stays on
if net1 is low (i.e., D=1, net1b=1). QN can be discharged as intended through M14∼M16 in this
case.
It should be noted that there is no contention throughout the operation, all internal nodes are
fully static, and only one clock phase (CK) is used. Moreover, all of these are achieved with 24
transistors, which is same as in TGFF. This implies that the area penalty is just negligible, if not
zero.
4.3.2 Hold Time Path
An additional benefit of the S2CFF topology is that it simplifies the “hold time path” compared
to a regular TGFF. Figure 4.6 shows the hold time paths of TGFF and S2CFF. As described in
[38], the worst-case hold time in a TGFF is when D changes from 1 to 0 just after the CK rising
transition. Due to clock inversion in I4, the PMOS in I2 always turns off later than its NMOS.
The 0-to-1 transition at node DN (1-to-0 at D) has more time to propagate through I2 compared
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Figure 4.6: Hold time paths in TGFF and S2CFF
to the 1-to-0 transition at node DN (0-to-1 at D). Also, the clocked PMOS in I5 always turns on
earlier than its NMOS counterpart, thereby weakening the pull-down strength at node MN. Hence,
node MN becomes more vulnerable to the 0-to-1 transition (1-to-0 at D) around the positive edge
of CK. In addition, the data arrival time at DN is dictated by I1, while the clock arrival time at I2
is determined by I3 and I4. Thus, in sum, TGFF hold time is dictated by the mismatch among the
clock/data inverters (I1, I3, I4), causing a severe hold time degradation at lowVDD where mismatch
is accentuated.
On the contrary, the worst-case hold time in S2CFF occurs when D changes from 0 to 1 just
after the CK rising transition. The high net1 starts discharging net2, and the discharged net2 turns
off M3, isolating the D input. A hold failure may occur, if D becomes 1 before net2 shuts off M3,
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Figure 4.7: Setup/hold time measurement circuit
and thus discharges net1. Only the discharging speed of net2 through PATHCK (M9 and M10)
dictates the hold time. It should be noted that PATHD (M3 and M4) delay does not affect the
worst-case hold time mentioned above, because: if PATHD is faster than PATHCK, there is always
a hold violation, so the (required) hold time must be the PATHCK delay (or less); if PATHD is
slower than PATHCK, there is no hold violation at all. As a result, the hold time of S2CFF is
determined solely by the discharging speed through PATHCK thus is much less prone to variability
compared to a TGFF, which involves the time difference of several gate delays. The plot in Figure
4.6 shows a substantial reduction (3.4×) in hold time at the 3-σ value at 0.32V for S2CFF (Monte
Carlo simulations). This suggests large potential benefit for NTC, since small hold time variation
reduces buffer-insertion overhead, reducing power and improving system yield.
4.4 On-Chip Testing Circuits
On-chip testing circuits are required to accurately measure sequential elements’ timing charac-
teristics, such as setup/hold time and C-Q delay. It is also important to measure flip-flops’ power
in various conditions. This section discusses each testing circuits in the following sub-sections.
4.4.1 Setup/Hold Time
The on-chip setup/hold time measurement circuit is shown in Figure 4.7, which is based on
the structure in [46]. The fast main clock (∼1.5GHz) is divided by 32768 to generate a suf-
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ficiently slow periodic signal. Coarse Control block generates two periodic signals based on the
divided clock, and one signal can be made lagged or led by the other signal using COARSE TUNE
bits. One signal becomes a data input to DUT (net data), while the other becomes a clock input
(net clk). This Coarse Control block is basically a counter operated by the fast main clock, so the
control resolution is determined by the main clock frequency. Fine Control block is a long inverter
chain. The data path and the clock path have its own Fine Control block, so that the delays are
separately controlled using tuning bits (FINE TUNE DATA and FINE TUNE CLK), and the con-
trol resolution is one FO1 delay. Finally, Analog Control consists of current-starved inverter chains
where the delay can be controlled using analog voltages (VBIAS DATA andVBIAS CLK) which provides
a further fine resolution (<1ps). This Delay Control Block makes a delay difference (TD), and the
two signals are delivered into DUT through buffers. Phase Detector is used to align the edges of
data/clock signals on net data and net clk. Based on this alignment, which indicates TDUT = 0, a
slight time difference can be made by changing the tuning bits or the bias voltages in Delay Control
Block, while Error Counter determines whether there is a setup/hold failure by checking the DUT
output. Pulse Gen generates a pulse whose pulse width corresponds to TDUT + TOFFSET . This
pulse width is then measured using the sub-1ps resolution TDC [47]. At fullVDD, buffer mismatch
(∆TB1 and ∆TB2) is negligible compared to TD, and setup/hold times can be accurately measured.
4.4.2 C-Q Delay
The C-Q delay measurement circuit is shown in Figure 4.8. It incorporates a new flip-flop
ring, where a short pulse at EN input triggers the oscillation of DUT Ring with a period that is
proportional to TCQ with an offset value.
TP,OSC = 2N×TCQ+2N×TM +N× (TB+TI) (4.1)
where N is the number of Unit Cells in a ring, TCQ is the C-Q delay of DUT. TM, TB, and TI
represent the mux, buffer, and inverter delays in Unit Cell, respectively. The offset value can be
measured using Reference Ring. The period of the oscillation in Reference Ring is:
TP,REF OSC = 2N×TM +N× (TB+TI) (4.2)
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Figure 4.8: C-Q delay measurement circuit
Thus, the average C-Q delay can be obtained by subtracting TP,REF OSC from TP,OSC.
TCQ = (TP,OSC−TP,REF OSC)/2N (4.3)
With a large N value, local mismatch is effectively cancelled out making it possible to obtain
accurate C-Q delays. While only 4 unit cells are shown in the figure for simplicity, the actual test
chip implementation includes 100 Unit Cells in DUT Ring (N = 100). Reference Ring alternates
Unit Cell A and Unit Cell B, with 50 of each in the full ring. The DUT Ring also gives insight on
DUT yield, since oscillation stops unless all 100 DUTs in the ring are functional.
4.4.3 Power
Figure 4.9 shows the power measurement circuit where the activity ratio is controlled from 0%
to 100% by loading the 20-bit INITIAL PATTERN, as shown in Table 4.2. In order to mimic a
realistic scenario, it has one clock buffer driving 10 DUTs. The current flowing into ‘CLKBUF +
10 DUTs’ is measured and then divided by 10. Hence, measured power consumptions in this paper
also take into account the clock driving power.
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INITIAL PATTERN[19:0] Activity Ratio
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0%
1000 0000 0000 0000 0000 10%
1010 0000 0000 0000 0000 20%
1010 1000 0000 0000 0000 30%
1010 1010 0000 0000 0000 40%
1010 1010 1000 0000 0000 50%
1010 1010 1010 0000 0000 60%
1010 1010 1010 1000 0000 70%
1010 1010 1010 1010 0000 80%
1010 1010 1010 1010 1000 90%
1010 1010 1010 1010 1010 100%
Table 4.2: Setting activity ratio in power measurement circuit
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4.5 Measurements
S2CFF was characterized in a 45nm SOI test chip, and TGFF, ACFF, and TGPL were also
implemented in the same test chip for fair comparisons; 50 dies were fabricated and measured.
Figures 4.10 and 4.10 show measured total power and energy. S2CFF does not require internal
clock inverters, and this enables a clock power reduction, where the clock power is defined as total
power at 0% activity ratio with D=0. From the power measurement, S2CFF shows a clock power
reduction of 41% and 40% at 1V/1GHz and 0.4V/200MHz operations, respectively, compared to
TGFF. Assuming that flip-flops in a typical system have 20% activity ratio, S2CFF provides 39%
and 38% improvement in total sequential power at 1V/1GHz and 0.4V/200MHz, respectively,
compared to TGFF. ACFF also has single-phase clocking operation thus showing a similarly low
clock power as S2CFF. However, the total power of ACFF increases rapidly as activity rises due
to contention in the slave latch; this makes S2CFF the lowest power flip-flop at any activity ratio.
TGPL has a delay element, which leads to higher total power consumption even at 0% activity
ratio. In terms of active energy consumption, S2CFF shows 32% and 34% reduction at 1.0V
and 0.4V, respectively, compared to TGFF. S2CFF is the lowest energy flip-flop due to the static,
single-phase clock, and contention-free operation.
Figures 4.12 and 4.12 show measured C-Q delays and leakage power. The C-Q delay in S2CFF
is determined by net2 being staying precharged or discharged depending on the net1 value at the
positive edge of CK, followed by updating QN (thus Q) node. Compared to TGFF where the C-Q
delay is determined by the delay through one transmission-gate and two inverters, S2CFF shows
modest improvement across VDD with 14.8% faster C-Q delay at 1.0V. ACFF has the fastest C-Q
delay by placing the output inverter right after the passgate (M4 in Figure 4.1). However, it should
be noted that the missing points in the plot indicate that ACFF fails to have 100% yield at 0.4V. This
is due to the current contention in the slave latch as well as the degraded state-holding in the master
latch, as described earlier. Similarly, TGPL fails at VDD ≤ 0.6V , mainly due to hold time failures;
it has a positive hold time constraint because of the pulsed operation, and the pulse width becomes
very sensitive to PVT variations especially at lowVDD. This illustrates the importance of static and
contention-free operation at low VDD, since only TGFF and S2CFF show 100% yield across the
wide VDD range. From the leakage measurement, S2CFF has 35% and 37% lower leakage power
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Measured C-Q Delay @ 1.0V
Measured Setup Time @ 1.0V
Measured Hold Time @ 1.0V
Measured Total Power 
@ 1.0V, 1GHz, 20% Activity
Measured Leakage @ 1.0V
S
2
CFF 
(This Work)
TGFF
Standard 
Cell Lib.
ACFF
Teh, 
ISSCC’11
TGPL
Naffziger,
JSSC’02
33.9ps 39.8ps 27.1ps 37.9ps
34.0ps 40.6ps 77.8ps 8.5ps
-25.7ps -31.4ps -66.1ps 1.28ps
10.02μW 16.36μW 13.45μW 24.57μW
592nW 909nW 967nW 1283nW
Number of Transistors 24 24 221) 282)
Normalized Layout Size 1.07 1.00 1.13 1.40
Type Static Static Static Pulsed
Contention-Free Yes Yes No Yes
Single Phase Clock Yes No Yes No
CPSA
*
Ueda,
ISSCC’06
28
Static
No
Yes
HLFF
*
Partovi,
ISSCC’96
20
Pulsed
No
No
CCFF
*
Kong,
JSSC’01
35
Pulsed
No
No
DMFF
*
Nomura,
ISSCC’08
244)
Pulsed
No
No
1) It becomes 26 if ACE (Adaptive-Coupling Element)
    is added to the slave latch for low-voltage 
    robustness
2) Delay element has 5 inverters to generate a pulse
3) 16 transistors (pulse generator) can be shared 
    among multiple flip-flops.
4) Assuming 3 inverters are used for delay generation
CSP
3
L
*
Consoli, 
ISSCC’12
423)
Pulsed
Yes
No
* CSP
3
L, DMFF, CPSA, CCFF, HLFF are not implemented in this test chip.
Table 4.3: Measurement and topology comparison of flip-flops
than TGFF at 1.0V and 0.4V, respectively. This is because S2CFF has a fewer number of leakage
paths than TGFF.
Finally, Table 4.3 includes the measured setup/hold time as well as the comparisons with other
recently proposed flip-flops. S2CFF has 15.5% faster ‘setup time + C-Q delay’ at 1.0V compared
to TGFF, with the lowest power consumption among the compared flip-flops. The table also shows
that S2CFF is the only flip-flop that provides static, contention-free, and single-phase clock opera-
tions without increasing the device count compared to the conventional TGFF. While TGFF, ACFF,
and TGPL have been already discussed in detail in the previous sections, other flip-flops also fail
to meet these requirements: CSP3L [48] is based on pulsed operation and does not provide single-
phase clocking, while the device count exceeds that of TGFF; DMFF [49] has the same device
count as TGFF, but it requires an clock inverter and Q node suffers from contention; CPSA [50] is
a static, single-phase clocking flip-flop, but internal nodes suffer from contention; CCFF [51] also
suffers from contention and area penalty (35 devices), and it is based on pulsed operation; HLFF
[52] also has pulsed operation and requires clock inverters, and the output is not contention-free.
The S2CFF layout size is only 7% larger than TGFF, which corresponds to one poly-pitch increase
in 45nm technology. The die photo of the test chip is shown in Figure 4.14 with the locations of
the testing circuits annotated.
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Figure 4.14: Die photo of the test chip fabricated in 45nm SOI
4.6 Conclusions
We presented a new flip-flop named S2CFF which incorporates all the characteristics that an
energy-efficient, highly voltage-scalable sequential element requires: static operation, contention-
free transitions, single-phase clocking, and minimum or no area penalty compared to conventional
ones. The robust operation with the lowest power consumption is demonstrated from the silicon
measurements using the test chips fabricated in 45nm SOI. S2CFF is reliably operating at near-
threshold voltage (0.4V) and is one of the only two flip-flops that shows 100% yield across the
wide VDD range. The other flip-flop with the 100% yield is TGFF, but S2CFF further reduces the
power and energy consumptions, demonstrating 32% less active energy, 41% less clock power,
and 35% less leakage power. It also improves ‘setup time + C-Q delay’ by 15.5%, and more
importantly, all of these are achieved using the same device count as in TGFF, which implies that
the area penalty is just negligible, if not zero. In this implementation, compared to the commercial
TGFF, S2CFF has only 7% larger layout size, which corresponds to one poly-pitch increase in
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45nm SOI. It is also shown that the simple hold time path in S2CFF results in a 3.4× reduction in
hold time at the 3-σ value at near-threshold voltage (0.32V). All of these suggest that S2CFF is an
attractive candidate for sequential elements for low-power and highly voltage-scalable systems.
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CHAPTER 5
A Testing Harness for Low-Voltage Flip-Flop Timing
Characterization
5.1 Introduction
Electronic design automation (EDA) tools are indispensable in today’s VLSI designs. The
reliability of these tools depends on how accurate the devices and gates have been modeled. For
example, more accurate MOSFET I-V characteristics in a SPICE model file can lead to more
accurate simulation results.
If the modeling is not accurate, automatic place-and-route (APR) tools, for example, could
insert unnecessarily many buffers for fixing the hold-time margin of flip-flops. While the function-
ality of the system remains same, in a large system where millions of flip-flops are used, these extra
buffers would take up a significant portion of the total power. In addition, as the supply voltage
becomes scaled down, the effects from any kind of variations, including the hold-time variation,
can negatively impact the system yield and performance. Therefore, these variations must be ad-
dressed with a special concern at low VDD. Although conventional flip-flops at low VDD have been
studied through simulations [38], it is hard to find any on-chip testing circuits aimed for actual
silicon measurements at lowVDD. There are on-chip testing circuits proposed for accurate flip-flop
measurements [53], but it is limited to the full (i.e., nominal) VDD measurements.
In this chapter, we will discuss the issues in on-chip testing circuits for flip-flop timing charac-
terizations, mainly focused on wide-rangeVDD measurements, and then we will propose a new test-
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Figure 5.1: Mismatch sources in a setup/hold-time measurement circuit
ing harness for accurate low-voltage measurements. This technique will be demonstrated through
silicon measurements.
5.2 Issues in Low VDD Flip-Flop On-Chip Measurements
Figure 5.1 shows possible mismatch sources in the setup/hold-time measurement circuit used
in Chapter 4 for timing characterization. The basic operation is explained in Section 4.4.1. The
Delay Control runs with the Main Clock, and it generates CK and D signals depending on the
tuning bits and bias voltages. The time difference between CK and D at the Delay Control output
is TD. Note that the Delay Control is running at the full voltage (VDD). However, the DUT must be
at a separate voltage domain (VDDL), and this voltage could be lower than VDD in order to measure
the voltage dependency of setup/hold-time. Thus, there must be down-conversion buffers between
the Delay Control and the DUT. Since there are two separate paths (CK and D), and each path
has its own down-conversion buffer, there is a mismatch between those buffer delays. In Figure
5.1, each buffer’s delay is TBC and TBD in the clock path and the data path, respectively, but each
has its own delay variation at a lower voltage, which is indicated by ∆TBC and ∆TBD, respectively.
Thus, they are combined together to generate the relative mismatch, ∆TB = ∆TBC−∆TBD, and this
mismatch appears at the DUT input (i.e., TDUT = TD+∆TB) on net clk and net data as shown in
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the figure.
There are other in-accuracies involved in this testing circuit, too. Since the DUT is running at
VDDL, there must be level converters to generate pulses to be measured with the TDC. For accurate
measurements, the TDC must be operating at the full voltage (VDD). These level converters them-
selves also have mismatches as indicated by ∆TL in the figure. However, the sum of this mismatch
and the offset from the Pulse Gen (∆TL+TOFF ) can be measured as long as the edges of net clk
and net data are accurately aligned. The perfect alignment of net clk and net data indicates that
the pulse width at the TDC input is just a sum of the level converter mismatch and the Pulse Gen
offset (i.e., TM = ∆TL+TOFF ), and this can be measured using the TDC. A Phase Detector shown
in the figure is used to align those edges. However, this Phase Detector is not ideal, too. It can
be modeled as a ‘Ideal Phase Detector’ and ‘non-ideal input buffers’ as shown in the figure. The
‘Ideal Phase Detector’ is assumed to have ‘zero’ mismatch, but now the ‘non-ideal input buffers’
have ∆TP causing imperfect alignments of the net clk and net data signals. Thus, in real measure-
ments, T0 can be made zero by tuning the delays in the Delay Control, but this does not necessarily
mean TDUT = 0 due to the non-ideality (∆TP) of the Phase Detector.
All of these mismatch components are summarized and shown in Figure 5.2. Note that the
mismatches can be effectively alleviated at the full voltage (VDD) through device up-sizing and a
careful layout. However, this becomes almost impossible at lowerVDD due to the severe variations.
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5.3 A New Phase Detection Circuit for Low VDD Operation
We discussed that the mismatches in the Phase Detector can result in inaccurate measurement.
In other words, if the perfect alignment between the CK and D edges is guaranteed, the sum of the
level converter mismatch (∆TL) and the Pulse Gen offset (TOFF ) can be measured and subtracted
out from the final TM value since TM is given by the following equation:
TM = TD+∆TB+∆TL+TOFF (5.1)
Since TDUT is a sum of TD and ∆TB,
TDUT = TD+∆TB (5.2)
Eq. (5.1) can be written as following:
TM = TDUT +∆TL+TOFF (5.3)
We are interested in finding out TDUT at which the DUT starts having setup/hold failures.
TDUT = TM− (∆TL+TOFF) (5.4)
Since TM can be measured using the TDC, the remaining unknown is (∆TL+TOFF). The only
way to measure this is to perfectly align the CK and D edges on net clk and net data. This also
must be done in a wide voltage-range to provide an accurate setup/hold-time measurement at low
voltages. Therefore, this problem is narrowed down to a design of an accurate phase detector for a
wide voltage-range.
Note that if D changes from 0 to 1 around the CK rising edge, there is no need to have a
decent phase detector since just shorting net clk and net data will provide the perfect alignment,
as suggested in Figure 5.3. However, it is difficult to align a D falling edge with a CK rising
edge, and this is where the accurate phase detector is required. Since CK and D have the opposite
directions, the traditional D-flip-flop or SR-latch approach incurs inaccuracies because at least one
input from the two paths (CK or D) must have an additional inverter, hence causing imbalanced
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delays.
In order to solve this issue, we adopt an alternate approach, where one circuit detects “non-
overlapping” of CK and D while the other circuit detects “overlapping”. The key components of
these approaches are shown in Figure 5.4, where the non-overlapping detector and the overlapping
detector are shown. They are based on the dynamic NOR/NAND structures, and the example
waveforms are shown in the figure. The reason of using the dynamic structures is that, if there is
only a slight non-overlap (or a slight overlap), then net0 would see just a small glitch, but the phase
detector should be able to detect it. The conventional static-approaches (D-flip-flop or SR-latch)
cannot do this because they require a voltage rise to be larger than their trip point, which is usually
around the half-VDD. From corner simulations, the worst-case error of these dynamic structures is
0.061 FO4 and 0.057 FO4 at 1.0V and 0.3V, respectively. In addition, by using periodic CK and D
signals and running this circuit for many cycles, it can tolerate more non-idealities.
Figure 5.5 shows the whole circuit diagram of the phase detector. The Non-Overlapping and
Overlapping detection circuits are at the core of this circuit, and the SR-latches and the flip-flops
are sampling the output from the detection circuits which are then fed into a controller circuit
that counts the number of CK LEAD and D LEAD. There are also static NOR and AND gates
at the bottom of the circuit diagram for trivial cases where the amount of the non-overlapping
(or overlapping) duration is sufficiently long enough to trip the static gate’s output. The Disable
Control block resets the Non-Overlapping/Overlapping detection circuits after some amount of
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Figure 5.4: Dynamic NAND/NOR structures for edge alignment
delay from the CK rising edge; this is to prevent a false trigger of the dynamic circuits due to the
leakage current. All of this operation is repeated many times, and the outputs from the detection
circuits increment counters, which can be then used to determine the edge alignment.
5.4 A Setup/Hold-TimeMeasurement Circuit forWide Voltage-
Range Operation
Figure 5.6 shows an overall circuit diagram of the proposed setup/hold-time measurement cir-
cuit. The Delay Control, Down-Conversion Buffers, Level Converters, and the Pulse Gen are same
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Figure 5.7: (a) Clock Buffer schematic (b) Current-starved buffer for delay tuning
as in the previous circuit shown in Figure 5.1. The Phase Detector is the one described in Section
5.3. There are four pairs of switches (transmission-gates) and they are controlled at the full voltage
(VDD) to minimize their channel resistance. When measuring the offset value (∆TL+TOFF ) for a
D-rising edge, SW B and SW C are on, while SW A and SW D are off. This provides a short
between the inputs of the two level converters, so the perfect alignment of net clk and net data is
guaranteed. Then, the Main Clock provides a periodic signal, and the corresponding pulse width
(TM = ∆TL+TOFF ) is measured. When measuring the offset value for a D-falling edge, SW B and
SW D are on, while SW A and SW C are off. Then, the Main Clock provides a periodic signal
to the Clock Buffer. The schematic of this Clock Buffer is shown in Figure 5.7, which generates
the CK and D signals as well as the RESET signal for the Phase Detector. The analog bias voltage
(VBIAS) in Figure 5.7(b) shall be kept being changed until the Phase Detector outputs indicate that
there is a good alignment between the CK and D edges. At this point, the corresponding offset
value (TM = ∆TL+TOFF ) can be measured. Finally, in order to check setup/hold-time failures, SW
A is on, while the others are off. The Delay Control tuning bits and voltages shall be kept being
changed until the DUT fails, and then the corresponding pulse width (TM = TDUT +∆TL+TOFF )
can be measured. Once ∆TL+TOFF is subtracted from TM, the remaining TDUT will be the final
setup- (or hold-) time.
It should be noted that all the important mismatch values, such as ∆TL, can be subtracted out
using the provided switches. Also, the reliable operation of the Phase Detector allows a wide
voltage-range timing characterization of flip-flops.
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VDD TGFF S2CFF Improvement
1.00V
Mean 6.30ps 5.62ps -
Sigma 4.84ps 2.11ps 2.3×
Maximum 24.38ps 11.14ps 2.2×
Minimum -3.28ps 0.33ps -
0.40V
Mean 3.66ps 22.63ps -
Sigma 40.72ps 23.23ps 1.8×
Maximum 155.27ps 82.49ps 1.9×
Minimum -84.91ps -35.61ps -
0.35V
Mean 31.42ps 37.46ps -
Sigma 97.69ps 46.33ps 2.1×
Maximum 351.21ps 167.10ps 2.1×
Minimum -184.17ps -74.87ps -
0.32V
Mean 11.38ps 51.48ps -
Sigma 111.69ps 74.86ps 1.5×
Maximum 486.52ps 276.03ps 1.8×
Minimum -217.53ps -130.53ps -
Table 5.1: Comparison of the hold-time variations of TGFF and S2CFF (172 flip-flops of each
type)
5.5 Measurements
Test chips were fabricated in a 45nm SOI technology. Each test chip contains 4 TGFFs and 4
S2CFFs. 43 chips have been measured using the proposed timing characterization circuit, thus the
sample size is 172 for each flip-flop. Hold-time distributions are measured at the fullVDD (=1.0V),
0.40V, 0.35V, and 0.32V, where ∼0.35V indicates the near-VTH . Histograms from the 172 flip-
flops of each type are shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, measured at each specified voltage, and
the statistical results are summarized in Table 5.1. Also, an average value from each chip (i.e., an
average value of the hold-time of the 4 flip-flops of each type in the same chip) is calculated, hence
total 43 average values, and shown as histograms in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11, measured at each
specified voltage. This is to observe chip-to-chip variations while reducing effects from within-die
variations. Statistical results from these distributions are summarized in Table 5.2.
From these measurements, it is obvious that S2CFF provides much less hold-time variations. In
Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, also summarized in Table 5.1, it shows 2.3× and 2.1× less sigma values
at 1.0V and 0.35V, respectively, mainly because of the simple hold-time path described in Section
4.3.2. The most critical measurement is the ‘Maximum’ value of the hold-time, since a hold-
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Figure 5.8: Hold-time distribution of TGFF and S2CFF at 1.0V and 0.4V (172 flip-flops of each
type)
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type)
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VDD TGFF S2CFF Improvement
1.00V
Mean 6.30ps 5.62ps -
Sigma 4.53ps 1.65ps 2.7×
Maximum 22.89ps 8.81ps 2.6×
Minimum -1.20ps 1.93ps -
0.40V
Mean 3.66ps 22.63ps -
Sigma 31.40ps 12.43ps 2.5×
Maximum 88.71ps 46.44ps 1.9×
Minimum -48.34ps -4.54ps -
0.35V
Mean 31.42ps 37.46ps -
Sigma 83.07ps 24.68ps 3.4×
Maximum 218.98ps 85.44ps 2.6×
Minimum -103.07ps -6.39ps -
0.32V
Mean 11.38ps 51.48ps -
Sigma 76.75ps 40.27ps 1.9×
Maximum 202.51ps 124.96ps 1.6×
Minimum -138.15ps -23.36ps -
Table 5.2: Comparison of the hold-time variations of TGFF and S2CFF (43 chips)
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Figure 5.12: Maximum hold-time value from the measured 172 flip-flops of each type
time fix process in a system design must take the worst-case value of the hold-time into account,
adding buffers in order to make the shortest path delay exceed the worst-case hold-time. It is
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clearly shown that S2CFF provides 2.2× and 2.1× reduction in the maximum hold-time at 1.0V
and 0.35V, respectively, implying that it can reduce the number of the hold-time fixing buffers by
> 2×, followed by overall system power reduction and yield improvement.
S2CFF shows much more improvements in the hold-time variations when it comes to chip-to-
chip variations. In Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11, also summarized in Table 5.2, S2CFF shows 2.7×
and 3.4× less sigma values at 1.0V and 0.35V, respectively. The figures suggest that TGFF has
significantly degraded variations especially at low voltages, whereas S2CFF still maintains good
spreads at low voltages. As explained in Section 4.3.2, TGFF’s hold-time is mainly determined by
the mismatches among several gates. Since it is prone to any kind of variations, it is not unexpected
that the global variations (i.e., chip-to-chip variations) have more effects compared to the local
variations (i.e., within-die variations). In contrast, S2CFF’s hold-time is mainly determined by the
discharging speed through PATHCK (Figure 4.6), so it shows smooth bell-shaped distributions in
all the measurements even at near-VTH .
The maximum hold-time values from the 172 flip-flops of each type are also plotted in Figure
5.12 to show a trend. The maximum hold-time value of S2CFF at 0.32V is even shorter than the
maximum hold-time of TGFF at a higher voltage (0.35V). Therefore, S2CFF can provide either: 1)
a smaller number of buffers added for hold-time fix; 2) a lower VMIN . Both benefits can lead to an
overall system power reduction, while still guaranteeing the system robustness (i.e., no hold-time
failure).
A die photo is provided in Figure 5.13.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
The on-going demand for achieving faster computing speed has met a major huddle in increas-
ing the clock frequency due to the excessive power consumption. Thus, in recent years, low-power
design is not optional anymore; it has become one of the most important design criteria that virtu-
ally all digital/analog circuits should meet. Voltage scaling is an effective way to reduce the overall
power consumption, but the major challenges in sub- or near-VTH operations include performance
degradation and reliability issues due to PVT variations. Although the performance degradation
could be compensated by utilizing more parallelism (e.g., multi-core systems), the reliability con-
cerns must be correctly addressed during design phase in order to avoid serious system failure.
In this dissertation, we identified several important circuit components that are prone to such
variations in NTC, proposed new techniques to improve robustness, and demonstrated the effec-
tiveness through silicon measurements.
Level converters are critical components in voltage-scaled VLSI systems in that they must
provide a reliable interface between two different voltage domains. Digital cores tend to run at
severely voltage-scaled domains, while other analog/peripheral circuits still require a high volt-
age, and especially in the NTC region, the reduced ION/IOFF ratio makes it extremely difficult
to achieve robust level conversions. In Chapter 2, we proposed two static level converter designs
called LC2 and SLC. LC2 adopts a novel thyristor and pulsed-operation and modulates its pull-up
strength depending on its state. During idle state where there is no input change, it holds the inter-
nal state through the week keepers, whereas the strong devices running atVDDH participate in actual
signal transitions when the input changes. The device sizing of the keepers are the most important
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design criteria in LC2. We demonstrated that it can easily meet the 3σ robustness requirement
through the systematic approach using the current margin plot. Because the actual transitions are
handled by the strong devices, LC2 provides the fastest performance compared to other designs,
demonstrating 3.2× speed improvement over DCVS. SLC inherently reduces the contention by
incorporating diodes in the stack, so that the pull-down devices are fighting with the diode whose
|VGS| corresponds to the diode voltage-drop (VD). Compared to other designs where the pull-down
devices contends with a strong PMOS device whose |VGS| is usually ∼ VDDH , SLC provides a
great improvement in the robustness resulting in 98.93% yield from Monte-Carlo simulations as
well as no failure in a wide temperature range during silicon measurements. Moreover, the simple
schematic and the small layout size of SLC make it suitable to fit in standard-cell libraries and
could streamline the system design process.
SRAMs exist in virtually all processors. However, they are also a major bottleneck in voltage-
scaling due to its inherent ratioed bitcell design. Widely-used 8T bitcells decouples READ and
WRITE operations, eliminating the two-sided constraint, at the cost of a larger bitcell size. Usually,
the area overhead is in a 30∼ 55% range, thus sometimes preventing it to be used in severely area-
constrained applications. In Chapter 3, we proposed a novel 7T SRAM bitcell and the peripherals,
in order to alleviate the area overhead and provide a robust operation. The Auto-Shut-Off sensing
effectively eliminates the short-circuit current from unselected cells, resulting in a 6.8× READ
energy reduction. Also, the 7T bitcell’s innate bitline leakage suppression effect in un-selected
bitcells resulting from negative VGS on their READ device provides the 113× less bitline leakage
compared to the conventional 8T memory through the simulation. This Quasi-Static READ has
been also demonstrated through the silicon measurement which shows the much improved READ
error rate. In addition, the use of PMOS transistors as Pass-Gate devices improves the half-select
robustness by directly modulating the transistor |VGS| through the WRITE bitline voltage. The
silicon measurement shows a robust bit-interleaved operation and achieves the 3.35fW/bit leakage
power.
The clocked sequential element, a flip-flop in short, is ubiquitous in today’s digital systems.
While many flip-flop designs have been proposed, the main issue has still remained same: the
hold-time variation. This often causes unnecessarily excessive buffer insertions to meet the hold
time margin under the severe PVT variations. Also, in terms of robustness and design-overhead, it
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is very hard to find a flip-flop that is static and contention-free with negligible or no area overhead
compared to the widely-used TGFF. In Chapter 4, we proposed a new flip-flop called S2CFF. It is
single-phase, meaning that it does not require the inverted clock signal. It is static and contention-
free, and it also has the same number of devices (24 transistors) as in the TGFF. This makes the
area overhead of S2CFF quite negligible. It is the only flip-flop that meets all of these requirements
(single-phase, static, contention-free, same device count) among the compared baseline designs.
Mainly due to the single-phase operation, S2CFF shows a∼ 40% power reduction compared to the
TGFF through silicon measurements. In addition, due to its static and contention-free operation,
it demonstrates the robust low-voltage operations similar to TGFF, reliably running at 0.4V, while
other designs fail. Another benefit of S2CFF is its simple hold-time path. This reduces its mis-
matches that determine the hold-time, followed by 3.4× improvement in 3σ hold-time compared
to TGFF.
The flip-flop testing harness for the timing characterization was also discussed and demon-
strated through the silicon measurements. This testing harness incorporates the dynamic NAND/NOR
structures and many-cycle operations, in order to more accurately align the CK and D edges. This
makes it easy to measure the offset caused by the severe mismatches in low VDD operations, so
the offset can be easily subtracted out through a simple calculation. By measuring the testchips, it
was demonstrated that S2CFF has up to 3.4× reduction in the standard deviation of the measured
hold-time at 0.35V, compared to the TGFF. It was also showed that S2CFF at 0.32V has a better
worst-case hold-time, even when compared to TGFF at a higher voltage (0.35V).
All of these new circuit techniques proposed in this dissertation can be extensively used in most
VLSI systems. Especially, the NTC operations could benefit more from the proposed techniques,
since the new circuits are targeted for much improved robustness while still providing excellent
performance and low power consumption. The wireless sensor node platform [7] mentioned in
Chapter 1 already uses SLC as its standard level conversion circuits and demonstrates robust and
power-efficient operations with three different voltage domains (0.6V/1.2V/3.6V), while the 7T
SRAM and S2CFF are also planned to be implemented in future-version of the system. We expect
that these robust circuit designs for low-voltage VLSI can foster the development of future low-
power system designs.
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6.1 Future Works
Based on the circuit techniques presented in this dissertation, there are other possibilities to
further improve circuit robustness and performance in low-voltage VLSI. As mentioned before, the
7T SRAM is planned to be implemented in the wireless sensor node platform [7], which currently
has only a 3kB SRAM, and this SRAM capacity is a limiting factor in achieving more flexible
system functionality. The bitcell size of the 10T bitcell used in the current version of the sensor
node is almost 2× larger than the 7T bitcell size, so from a simple estimation, it is expected to
have at least ∼6kB of SRAM capacity in the future version by having the 7T SRAM. One more
advantage of the 7T SRAM is that, it provides a much more robust bit-interleaving capability,
and this will further improve the array efficiency. There are other concerns specifically related
to this sensor node platform; for example, its extremely low sleep power requirement enforces a
use of HVT (I/O) devices in the bitcells. In order to achieve a reliable operation with these HVT
devices, the decoupled READ and WRITE is a must. This necessitates a use of bitcells that have
>6 devices, unless a peripheral assist circuit is also implemented. Most of conventional peripheral
assist techniques, such as [54][55][56][57], usually incur a non-negligible area/power overhead.
In addition, it is hard to find a decent assist circuit that is very effective under severe variations at
such a low voltage [58]; note that the supply voltage used in the sensor node system [7] is 0.6V
which is a sub-VTH regime since the HVT devices’ threshold voltage is in the range of 0.7V ∼
0.8V. One of the ways to assist the HVT bitcells is to utilize their extremely low leakage. For
example, even if the supply voltage becomes lost, these HVT bitcells could retain their data for
a limited amount of time, and it is expected to survive a longer power-loss duration compared to
standard SVT bitcells. A similar approach has been presented in an advanced process node (hence
with more device variations) [59]. It is interesting that the most advanced process nodes and the
sub-VTH operations in old (hence mature) process nodes bear a similarity in that both are prone to
variations.
The small size and the low power consumption of the sensor node platform will enable many
new applications most of which have been regarded impossible due to their size and power limita-
tions. Some examples found in recent literature include glucose monitoring systems [60][61] and
other bio applications [62][63][64]. However, most of them still suffer from limited battery-life
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and system functionality. Developing a robust and flexible sensing node platfrom through further
circuit innovations are the most primary future goal of this dissertation.
6.2 Related Publications and Patents
• Yejoong Kim, Dennis Sylvester, and David Blaauw, “LC2: Limited Contention Level Con-
verter for Robust Wide-Range Voltage Conversion,” in Symp. VLSI Circuits Dig. Tech.
Papers, Jun. 2011, pp. 188–89.
• Yejoong Kim, Yoonmyung Lee, Dennis Sylvester, and David Blaauw, “SLC: Split-Control
Level Converter for Dense and Stable Wide-Range Voltage Conversion,” in Proc. European
Solid-State Circuits Conf., Sep. 2012, pp.478–481.
• Yejoong Kim, Dennis Sylvester, and David Blaauw, “A 3.35fW/bit Bit-Interleaved 7T SRAM
with Quasi-Static Read and Auto-Shut-Off Sensing,” planned to be submitted to IEEE J.
Solid-State Circuits, 2015.
• Yejoong Kim, Wanyeong Jung, Inhee Lee, Qing Dong, Michael Henry, Dennis Sylvester,
and David Blaauw, “A Static Contention-Free Single-Phase-Clocked 24T Flip-Flop in 45nm
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Feb. 2014, pp. 466–467.
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